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QUESTION 1

While configuring Avaya Aura Messaging 6.x for SIP Integration, we can provide a list of servers with which it can
integrate. When the Messaging Server places an outgoing call, which server in the list would it use to send the call? 

A. the first Trusted Host server 

B. the same server which received the incoming request 

C. the first server that accepts the connection in the order listed on the Telephony integration screen 

D. The Server to which messaging has the shortest route 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The customer wants to access their voicemail through their email client. They have set up then email client with an
IMAP connection to their message store. You have verified the client configuration but no one can see their voicemail in
the mailbox. What is a reason for this problem? 

A. Avaya Aura Messaging can only be accessed using the Microsoft Outlook form in Microsoft Exchange. 

B. The user\\'s Class of Service does not allow access via IMAP. 

C. The IMAP port is being blocked by the firewall. 

D. The voicemails have been listened to via the telephone user interface (TUI) and will not show in their email boxes.
Only new voice mail shows up in the email interface via IMAP. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

How versatile is Avaya Aura Messaging Release 6.1 regarding where voice messages are stored? 

A. A user can have voice messages stored in multiple storage destinations (Avaya Message store exchange,zimbraat
the same time. 

B. An administrator can select a storage destination for the system(either Avaya Message Store, Exchange, or
Zimbra)and all users will then have to use that storage destination. 

C. Users can only have voice messages stored In the Avaya Message Store. 

D. A user can have voice messages stored in either the Avaya Message Store or in one of the external storage
destinations (Exchange or Zimbra) configured by the administrator. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A customer has a single server configuration, whose the application role and The storage role are on the same server
(as in the Single server configuration). Users are able to leave messages and retrieve well, but when they log into the
mailbox it prompts, "Some features may not be available at the moment". Additionally, when they review and press 7 to
delete the message, they receive the error deleting messages did not work temporarily. What are two troubleshooting
checks that should be conducted? (Choose two.) 

A. Verify the AxC address setting is local host IP 127.0.0.1. 

B. Verify that the IMAP4 ports are enabled under Messaging System (Storage) > System Ports Access. 

C. Ensure that there is an additional application server for redundancy. 

D. A cache reload is recommended to ensure that the messages get flushed properly. 

E. Verify the Nightly maintenance schedule in Advanced (Application) > System Operations. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 5

A technician is performing an upgrade of an Avaya Aura Messaging server from 6.0 to 6.0.1. What Is the correct
sequence to successful upgrade the system? 

A. Backup the Messaging server, upgrade the System Platform software, upgrade Messaging template, apply the
necessary Communication Manager (CM)service pack, and perform restorethe system. 

B. Backup the Messaging serverupgradesthe System Platform software, apply the necessary CM service pack, upgrade
the Messaging template, and perform restore on the system. 

C. Backup the Messaging server, apply the necessary CM service pat k, upgrade the System Platform software,
upgrade the Messaging template, and perform restore on the system. 

D. Apply the necessary CM service pack, upgrade the System Platform software, backup theMessaging
serverupgradesthe Messaging template, and perform the restore on the system. 

Correct Answer: A 
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